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section extraction

Normalization check in NPS experiment
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MC ratio method

The cross section per bin1:

Where:

N-BG = Detected electron counts with background subtraction.

L = Integrated Luminosity

ε = Total efficiency

A= Acceptance

1. Hall A/C Software Meeting 2017, M. Eric Christy



If we use a cross section model to simulate the MC data, we will have

Assuming in two yields, A = Amc, by taking the ratio, we will have

                                               

 
At certain E’ and θ. 



Ydata in actual experiment and corrections2

BG = pion contamination + charge symmetric background(target cell wall 
contribution)
ELT and CLT = electronic and computer livetime

N = # of e- passed all the cuts(PID, Acceptance)

2. F2 Update for Winter Hall C Collaboration Meeting
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Corrections and retrieve methods

Read from production report generated by coda:
Livetime, trigger efficiency, efficiency, psFactor.

Hard coded: target density correction, Acceptance cuts, Acceptance corrections, 
pion contamination(based on target type and angle), charge symmetric 
background. 



Problems ongoing

mcWt.cpp: how Ymc is generated and f1f221 model?
Ratio.cpp and dataYield.cpp: seems contain repetitive corrections…need to check 
how those multiple histograms got filled.

Check under different kinematics, which correction value we need to change.

Select one of the 1D histogram to do the cross section check (dp/p? W2? xb?)



Histogram tracking – dataYield
dataYieldOut/pass70/hms_h21deg3p3_dataYield1639.root

Histogram name: hdd

Fill dp/p with weight

dp/p branch: H.gtr.dp

Weight = (1.0 -piC)/calEff/cerEff/shms_acc_corr*scale*dumscale

Here shms_acc_corr = 1 and delta is acceptance corrected for hms
(remove).
Scale = livetime + tracking eff + trigger eff + PS
Dumscale = base on target ? 

This is without the boiling correction. (implemented in ratio.cpp)

There’s also W2 histogram with 
calculated W2(not from hcana)

Remove 
shms_acc_corr



Histogram tracking – mcWt – getRadCorrW2
/w/hallc-scshelf2102/etc/inclusive/abels/MC/tables/v0.996t2/hms_h10.6_
all.dat_inel_f1f221

Format: eBeam, w2, theta, born, rci. Return: 2D graph with (w2, theta, y) y = 
Born or born/rad or rad

Mc-single-arm output:
/volatile/hallc/spring17/wmhenry/mc-single-arm/worksim/casey/
Hms_mc_h21deg3p3.root



mcWt

Interpolate the (born/rci ratio(born + higher order) + CSB(?) ) * phasespcor to get the weight for 
mc_single_arm output, scale it with Ldata / Lmc / (charge = 1) , plot weighted w2. 
Maybe it’s because Ydata does not subtract CSB?



mcWt



Ratio.cpp

Dummy(or charge?) normalized data yield? Boiling correction, dummy subtraction, 

What’s 
dumscale and 
what’s dummy 
normalized data 
yield



Ratio.cpp

Charge normalization on hdd, why this normalization applied on all the factors including efficiency, 
etc. 
Clone data histogram
Get dummy data from dummy runs, scale it with charged (why here it used different method other 
than hdd), I think dummy run contains also all the corrections-> direct subtraction
Subtract dummy runs from hdd -> hsd = hsd(inital value = hdd) - hed
Boiling correction applied to hsd by scaling (why also by scaling)
Hrd = ratio hdd/hmd (why hmd does not need charge normalization)
Scale hsd by hsd->Int() / hmd->Int()     hsd = dummy subtracted  hmd = MC hdd. (?)
What’s the meaning of this step? 

What’s the integral? For example hmw2->Integral = w2 mc // momentum setting meaning (3p3)



Extract CS


